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(All prophecies are Jesus speaking unless otherwise indicated)

I want you‚ My children, to realize that you are indeed living in the time of the End,
a time when the world only grows darker and the evil in men's hearts grows with each
passing day. You must be alert. You must be aware. You must be on guard. You must
learn to hone your use of the spiritual weapons so that you're not caught unawares.

Many of you practice with your spiritual weapons, thinking that it's mainly in the
Tribulation that you will need to use them to the full, but what you might not realize is
that if you don't use them now, you might never make it till then. You could be
casualties before the Tribulation even begins. (1)

Although the Enemy can influence circumstances and make things difficult for you,
you have My full insurance plan if you choose to use it. And that is, as long as you're
close to Me, doing your part in the spiritual and physical, and invoking the power of
your spiritual weapons, you are protected. Either his attacks will bounce off harmlessly,
or they will be deflected and only allowed to touch you as much as I know is needful‚ or
in some cases I'll allow something to get through because I want to bring a much greater
victory out of it‚ greater good. That's the confidence and assurance that you can have in
Me. (2)

No power of darkness, no effort of the Evil One, no attack launched against you
can overthrow you if you are fiercely wielding the weaponry of the spirit, availing
yourself of My power, and finding your security and safety within Me-Your strong tower.
There is nothing-absolutely nothing-that the Enemy can do to harm you without My
permission. (3)

As long as you're faithful to use the weapons that I have given you and to not
make a move without My leading, I will keep you safe under the shadow of My wings. (4)

In these Last Days, the ante has been upped in the spirit world, and I have given
you new weapons with which to keep the Enemy at bay, as part of your protection. If
you're not using them, then he has a chance to attack you. (5)

Your weapons are mighty and can move mountains in the spiritual, and they work



just as well in the physical.
1. Your weapon of prophecy can warn you and give you practical advice that will help
you to avoid danger.
2. Your weapons of prayer,
3. The keys‚ and
4. Connection with spirit help will give you access to those that can directly affect
circumstances in the physical.
5. Your weapon of praise will keep you on My channel and can clear the surrounding
area of demons and spirits given over to the Enemy.

These things work, and they are more than a match for the puny assaults of Satan! (6)

The Weapon of Prophecy

When you stop to hear My Words and My voice, I'm bound by My Word to go
with you, to surround you, to control the situation. Unlike when you go in your own
strength or with your own ideas--in which case I try to protect you, but am not able to
fully surround you with My protection--when you listen to My voice and go forth to
obey it, you're automatically fully covered under My insurance. That's not to say that
nothing will ever happen to you--accidents or troubles of any kind--but when they do
happen, you don't have to worry in the slightest, because I've gone before and am
working out My perfect will.

That's the beauty of hearing fromMe at every step. You not only save yourself a
lot of time and trouble in missing the mark and having to go back and do things again,
but you also automatically are fully insured with My Heavenly power and protection,
and are assured that any loss would be fully covered. Even if something happens to you
that you think is bad, you can know that I'll work it out for good--for the best. (7)

(Dad speaking:) It's your responsibility to be doubly prayerful, careful, and
determined to hear from Him and make sure that you're headed on the right track,
every single day.

Of course He can protect you! Of course He can provide for you! Of course He can
do miracles and keep you from any harm or danger! He and your angels are working
overtime to do so, so it's only fair that you be a bit more aware, cooperative, and give
them your appreciation by not putting yourself in harm's way or by doing dumb things!

The Lord has given you choice, and He doesn't keep you from every evil, as you



know. A lot of it depends on you. He's begged you to ask Him for His counsel, but He's
not going to force it on you. You're going to have to ask Him. If you ask and give Him just
a minute of your time, He'll show you, because He's happy and willing to. But if you
make your own decisions and pursue your own course of direction, well then, He can do
what He can to protect you, but you might face some of the natural consequences for
your decisions. (8)

(Jesus speaking:) Be prayerful, be careful! Bathe everything in prayer; ask Me
about each move and each step. I will keep you and protect you, but you must hear
fromMe. This way I can keep you out of harm's way, and none of the plagues which I
will rain upon the Egyptians will come near you.

Your greatest safety is in prayer and in staying close to Me and asking Me
everything at each turn, for then I can lead you and keep you out of harm's way. (9)

When you start asking Me before you do anything, I'll be able to guide you better,
and you'll form a closer connection with Me. And once you form a closer connection
with Me, then I can pour down My blessings. You're My children and I want to bless you,
I want to protect you, and I want to lead you in the right path. But in order for Me to do
that as effectively as I and you would like, you have to ask Me before you do anything.
(10)

Ponder this new day and the commandment that I have given you to lean harder
yet on Me. For it is not only important that ye hear My whispers, but it is imperative, it
is necessary for your own survival. This is why this new day, this closeness, this greater
dependence is so important. This is why it is important we be more one, that I may
protect you and that ye may exercise the art of hearing from Me, so that I can lead and
guide and direct your paths, your steps, every step of the way. (11)

The safest place in the whole world for you is in the very center of God's will!
"Safe in the arms of Jesus, safe on His gentle breast; there no fears alarm you, there
your soul can find rest."

The day is past when you can coast along on yesterday's or last week's orders. The
war is escalating now and your orders could change at a moment's notice. And if you
want to be a useful soldier as well as a protected soldier, then you sure want to keep in
close touch with Headquarters! (12)



More important than the many accomplishments that you have striven for in the
past is that you strengthen your connection with Me, that you may hear from Me, and
that you may know which way to turn. I will lead you and guide you into the paths of
light and safety and protection, for this is My will for you. (13)

I know that there are some situations where venturing into dangerous
circumstances is unavoidable, but these are rare. Usually, if you are asking Me, I will tell
you how to go in safely. There might still be some risk involved, but if you're praying and
asking Me and following My directions, I will tell you what to do and how to conduct
yourself to be as safe as possible--and when you're going with My blessing and
instruction, the protection is up to Me. (14)

The closer you stay to Me through continually seeking Me and obeying My direct
voice of prophecy, the more I can protect you and guide your reactions and impulses. (15)

I need you and your channel to be refined and honed. You need to be able to hear
fromMe clearly, not only to help you in your personal life and your work right now, but
even more so as preparation for the days to come when prophecy will become your
primary means of protection and guidance. (16)

(Dad speaking:) If you want the Lord's blessing in your daily lives, if you want to
prosper, if you want His protection and His provision, if you want to reach the goals that
He's put before you, you've got to listen to Him daily! (17)

(Dad speaking:) Remember too that it doesn't have to be a big thing. It can be
very simple answers, but the Lord expects you to do it! Praise God! He's expecting it of
you! He loves you and wants to be able to bless and keep, prosper and protect you, and
this is what He's asking of you so that He's able to do that. (18)

(Jesus speaking:) You must live in the Word, both by taking time to read the written
Word and also by asking Me everything, listening to My living voice of prophecy, and
waiting for My approval in all you do. Continue to move forward in the "Ask Me
Everything" mode of operation, for this is your greatest protection. (19)

Pray for your wisdom in handling things at every step, so you'll be faithful to ask
Me everything and always be in My perfect will, so that I can fully protect you. (20)

I can't bless you and help you as much as I would like if you're running around and



doing things in the arm of the flesh, outside of My protection and blessing. You have to
spend time with Me. You have to be in constant communication with Me and let My
Spirit empower and anoint you. (21)

The Weapon of Prayer

(Dad wrote:) The Lord and prayer are your best protection and your greatest
security! With Jesus you're ready for anything! (22)

(Jesus speaking:) Using the weapon of prayer and pleading for My protection and
security in all that you do is a must. You need to strengthen the force field of My
protection around you by wielding the weapon of prayer, by remaining alert, and by
watching and praying so that you are not caught off guard. You need to be more aware
of the Enemy's devices and the ways he will seek to enter and cause damage. You must
not take My protection and security for granted. You must plead for it and then remain
on guard at all times, just as Nehemiah's men remained alert and armed while building
the wall (Neh.4).

Through your vigilant and full-of-faith prayers, I can protect you. Without that
vigilance and the belief in prayer made manifest, I and your spirit helpers are limited,
and an unguarded moment can be costly. As the world is growing darker, so your
vigilance and diligence in prayer need to grow greater, so that I can have full power to
protect and keep you. (23)

The Enemy belittles prayer and tries to cause you to doubt the power and effect
of prayer, but I say that it's very powerful and one of your strongest spiritual weapons.
Never let down your guard and consider that it doesn't matter if you pray or not,
because it matters very much. When you pray, things happen, whether you see them
with your eyes or not. So always keep this spiritual weapon ready, always use it and
wield it, because it's your greatest protection against the attacks of the Enemy and your
greatest key to victory and the blessings of My Spirit. (24)

I see a great and powerful force field of protection. I see a tremendous band of
angels standing vigil, awaiting their orders. I see the most advanced spiritual weaponry
fitted and prepared. And now I await your prayers. Each of the tools, the gifts, the
provisions which I have for you is released at the touch of your prayers.



The prayers of My children generate My power. They are not only as beautiful
incense rising up to Me that pleases Me well, but they are also powerful! Each word that
is spoken creates energy and strengthens the force field of good that surrounds My
saints. The force field of protection is strengthened by each word, each breath in prayer.
Prayer moves My hand and My heart to do the things that you ask. (25)

One of the greatest fruits of prayer besides bringing great results and answers is
the effect and fruit it has in your own life and spirit. It keeps you close to Me, keeps you
desperate, keeps you in My Spirit, and protects you from other spirits--the spirits of the
world, whether they be materialism or lethargy or selfishness or whatever. Prayer is one
of the greatest protections you can have. It keeps your heart and spirit clean.

I work through your prayers, both the unspoken prayers of your heart and your
spoken prayers. But when you utter your prayer to Me, putting it into your own words,
this is an even greater manifestation of your faith in My power. It gives Me all the glory
and acknowledges that I am your Lord and God, the One Who performs miracles, the
One Who supplies, protects, leads and guides you.

When a situation is very desperate--whether concerning sickness, some natural
disaster, persecution or fierce spiritual battles--I wish you to challenge Me, as a Husband,
to care for My Bride. Get worked up about it, if you really want Me to do something.
Challenge Me to show Myself strong on your behalf. Do not the tears of a wife inspire
the protective instinct in her husband? So you will inspire the protective instinct in Me,
not only to come through on your behalf, not only to work miracles, but to do much
more than you asked, that you might be reassured of My love and My power and My
vast resources which are at your disposal. (26)

The Weapon of the Keys

Do what you can to keep your security by summoning the keys. There exists no
greater defense, no greater power, and no greater security than that which is found in
the force field of the keys' protection. (27)

Being humble, yielded, prayerful and vigilant in spirit is a must, and being a
faithful wielder of the keys is the most important prerequisite to your full protection,
security, and success! (28)



The power of the keys is a spiritual weapon that I have made available to My
children who live in the physical world. Without their power a lot more “bad” things
would happen, but because you pray and specifically claim their power you have much
greater protection and help from the spirit. (29)

Do you think I would leave you without the protection and provision that you
need to do the job? That protection and provision are in the keys I have given; access
the codes and you will have it. (30)

Raise your shield of protection through summoning the keys. Call on the keys to
warn you of the attacks of Satan. They will be your armor and your buckler when you
need to sidestep or block a blow of the Enemy. (31)

The key craft is on call for you, My loves, whenever you have need. It goes before
you, to warn you of danger ahead, to guide you and protect you from your enemies.
Likewise, when you call, it hovers over you at all times, to protect and keep you in every
way. It is there to provide your needs. It will infuse you with strength, rejuvenate and
regenerate you when you feel at a low ebb. It is there to help you withstand the attacks
of the Enemy--be it attacks on your mind, heart, or spirit, or outside attacks through
persecution, accidents, harm or danger of any kind. It is not that the Enemy will stop
attacking, but through the presence of the key craft you have yet another shield and
weapon at your disposal to strengthen and fortify you in the spiritual warfare.

All power of Heaven is at your command! The keys go before you. The keys will
guard and protect. As you wield the keys, they have the power to withstand all evil,
enabling you to read, absorb, and apply My Words, so that you can live in My Words
and do what I ask you to do.

The keys are with you, and the keys make all things possible to you. You are safe
within their walls, protected by the greatest power in existence. The keys of the
Kingdom are yours; there is nothing they will not do for you. (32)

You are ready. My army is marching to the battlefield to win! Win through the
power of the keys and the courage of the spirit. You are destined to overcome by the
blood of the Lamb and the word of your testimony. Expect to see the rewards I have for
you. Expect to see miracles of deliverance and protection and witness, for the day of
overcoming is here. (33)



Specific Keys to Claim for Protection

The Enemy and his forces are afraid of you when you wield the keys of praise,
protection, and security. They know that their weapons are puny in comparison to My
mighty weapons and that they will be squashed like ants under the thumbs of My
warrior angels of defense who will come to your aid. (34)

I am your Strong Tower, your Protector, and your Husband. Through the keys of
vigilance I will keep you, My brides, through the intrusions of the Enemy‚ either those of
this world or of the netherworld, and I will deliver you. (35)

The keys of protection stand ready to signal you of the attacks of the Enemy. I will
show you what action to take to ambush him, to out-strategize him, and to go on to
victory. (36)

The keys of protection are strong and will wreak destruction upon the Enemy. The
Enemy will eventually be wiped out. It may take more than one detonation of key
power‚ but his doom will come and it will be as devastating and complete as an atomic
bomb. (37)

The keys of containment work by setting up boundaries in any situation, whether
it's for your security and safety, a defense against attacks of the Enemy, against sickness
and natural disasters‚ any situation that needs control beyond your human means. The
keys of containment prevent the Enemy from proceeding further than My highest will
when you call upon them. They work by standing guard, by surrounding you like an
army of warriors, to protect and keep back attacks of the Enemy, or to keep things from
going any further. For example, you can claim the keys of containment against bad
media coverage and negative publicity. You can control situations and keep events from
escalating to your harm through the keys of containment. (38)

The keys of deliverance and protection: In the days to come, you will find the
need to call upon Heaven and the keys for deliverance and protection. These keys will
not only be used for your personal safety, such as release from captivity or protection
from dangerous situations. They will also be used to deliver you and others from the
influences of the Evil One, or the spiritual strangleholds that will bind many in the Last
Days. These keys contain a spiritual sword to cut the bonds of Satan, to set captives free.
(39)



When you use your demon-defeating weapons of the keys of praise, they will
create a force field of protection around you and protect your thoughts. (40)

I have created the bubble keys. These keys surround you with peace, grace, and
the strength of My Spirit. They encase you in a tough capsule of spiritual protection.
They strengthen you when you need to be in a situation where you are surrounded by
those who don't share in your faith and your spiritual life, or even who oppose it.

The bubble keys also protect you from the Enemy's attacks of discouragement or
weariness. They not only shield you from outside forces, but they also contain both a
cleansing and a nourishing agent--keeping your spirit clean, and nourishing it with
spiritual sustenance. My Spirit and My love is always within you as well as around you.
Picturing--and especially claiming--these bubble keys will help you to remember how I
care for you and how I strengthen you and sustain you. (41)

When you use the keys of imprisonment, you lock the doors around yourself or
around others, so that demons cannot enter to harass you and hinder your work. In a
manner of speaking, you imprison yourself in a force field which is impenetrable to the
attacks of these evil ones, or erect an invisible wall in front of them when they would
come toward you. It is much like you act out in your box skits, where the unwary person
bumps into an invisible wall when he goes the wrong way. Thus it is with unwary
demons who would come your way when you are protected by these keys--they run
smack into an invisible wall, or a very visible fireball, if need be! (42)

The Enemy may try to attack, but he cannot override My plan nor breach the
impenetrable aura of protection and security I give you when you pray and claim the
keys in desperation‚ humility, and obedience. (43)

The master keys of praise unlock the doors of power‚ plenty, fruitfulness,
protection, health, happiness, and pleasing Me. Use them when you pray to unlock your
need even more speedily. (44)



The Weapon of Spirit Helpers

I have sent My spirits and spirit helpers forth to you, the children of David, that
you might avail yourselves of them. They long to help you. They long to speak to you, to
guide you. They long to become more real than ever. They long to be close to you.

These spirits that I have sent forth are not ordinary spirits; they are mighty
warriors of the spirit! They bear with them all the armor of the Heavenlies. In their
hands are the mightiest weapons that have ever been known to the Heavenly realm.
They carry these weapons not in vain, but for your defense. They carry the sword not as
a mere symbol, but as a means of protection and defense for you, My children.

New weapons do they also carry--weapons that are unimaginable to you, for their
like has never been seen on Earth, not even in science fiction. Not even in man's wildest
dreams have these powers been imagined.

Some have hinted at the rudimentary weapons of My spirit world--the swords,
the blast streams from the eyes or hands--but these are just the basics. These are
standard weaponry of the spirit, but the angels that I've assigned to you bear with them
new weapons of the power of My Spirit, new armaments, fresh fromMy inventive
centers of Heaven. Never before in the history of Earth or of Heaven have these
weapons been used.

The reason they've been pulled out now, and My warriors have been armed with
them, is in part due to your yieldedness. It is also due to the darkening of the forces of
the spirit world. The Devil has upped his weaponry and he is also pulling out armaments
that have never been seen or heard of on this Earth before. Greater darkness does he
possess, just as we of the courts of Heaven possess greater light. But fear not, for
though his forces bear heavier arms than before, so do My angels and My protectors!
They are even stronger than ever and are well prepared to meet his onslaughts. They
are well versed in the use of these weapons, and the Devil will be no match for them.
My forces are in control; they have the power of My Spirit with them. They bear on their
arms the bands of conquest. (45)

(Audrey Hepburn speaking:) Just as there are many beautiful and powerful angels
of light and love and protection, so are there many dark, evil, wicked demons who try to
destroy and devour! These are demons of fear and of hate and of guilt and of jealousy
and of pride and of deception. There is a fierce battle around you: Good fighting evil,
God's angels of love and mercy trying to protect you and speak to you and lead you in
the right way, and the Devil's demons of hate and greed trying to speak to you and lead
you in the wrong way! (46)



(Jesus speaking:) In your times of battles, I will send forth My angels of mercy to
care for you. You will never be alone or forsaken, for I will send forth many to stand by
your side, to comfort you, to protect you, and to uphold your drooping spirit. (47)

(Dad wrote:) "The Angel of the Lord encampeth round about them that fear Him,
and delivereth them!"--Psa.34:7. Or else we would have been destroyed by our anti-
Christ enemies long ago! So thank God for the great company of Angels He's given us!
Hallelujah! Thank You Jesus! (Tongues:) "You lie protected by My Angels, and I have kept
you through all these many years!" Hallelujah! (48)

(Jesus speaking:) I have encamped round about you an enormous armor guard of
angels that have protected you from the attacks of the Enemy in the form of
persecution. I have kept at bay your enemies and those who seek your downfall, those
who hate you and long to destroy you. Those who live to destroy you have been
powerless and helpless because I have tied their hands. (49)

(Spirit helper speaking:) You don't always have to know what we're doing--just
believe that we are by your side and are helping you. It's like a story that's been told
about a daddy and son who were driving. They prayed before leaving home, and they
still got in an accident, but only had a few bumps here and there. But the son said,
"Daddy, why did we pray? It didn't help any!" And his dad said, "Well, son, if we hadn't
prayed, we would probably be dead by now!"

It is the same thing with you. You don't have to know all that we are doing, but
believe this, that many things that could happen, won't happen to you, for we will
protect and guide and help you. (50)

(Jesus speaking:) There are more that are with you than those that are against
you. Though the Enemy has let loose his hordes, I have opened the floodgates of My
host, and they surround you now. Their power to protect you has been increased
because of your humility and desperation in seeking Me. I have strengthened the bars of
your gates both physically and spiritually, and I have put fear into the heart of the
Enemy. So as long as you keep up your spiritual guard and keep praising Me as Moses
did in the battle against Amalek (Exodus 17)‚ you shall prevail, and nothing shall by any
means harm you. (51)



My missionaries are at the top of the list and receive continual instruction and
guidance from Heaven. They are assigned spirit helpers and protectors to keep them in
each of their locations around the world.

Much goes into the care and protection of My missionary children around the
world. They are My hands and feet to reach the lost, so I tend to them very lovingly.
They cannot see it all and don't even know it's happening, but they are continually
watched over. Their ministry is taken very seriously by My helpers. They can expect the
best of My care. They can call unto Me for all their needs and I will provide. As they
preach the Gospel and bring My love to the lost, they can anticipate an abundance of
My blessings in their lives. All they have to do is expect and receive and I will supply. (52)

Your guardian angels have a certain degree of power to aid and protect you, but
they too are dramatically limited in their abilities by you, your sensitivity in the spirit to
their help and guidance, and whether or not you build a connection with them. They
have the power in extreme situations to step in, regardless of whether or not you're
seeking their help or are even aware of their presence‚ but their full power to aid, guide,
protect, and even do miracles for you is largely dependent on how much you
acknowledge them, call on them, seek their assistance, and call out to Me to empower
them.

Each guardian angel has the power to help you tremendously, but how much of
that potential power is released depends on you. You have seen or heard of situations
where someone who is oblivious to the presence of their guardian angel is
supernaturally protected by them at My command, but compared to what these same
angels could be doing for that person, were they allowed to utilize even a small part of
their potential, it is almost insignificant by comparison. (53)

(Dad wrote:) The Devil or his Demons couldn't lay a finger on you or touch a hair
of your head unless you let'm for some reason, unless you let'm in! I mean it! With all
God's protection and His holy Angels, hosts of Angels camped around us and a great
cloud of witnesses as well, good spirits and everything else praying for us and watching
us and helping us and everything, how could the Devil possibly touch us unless we let
him?--Or unless the Lord allows it as a testing and a trial to see just how much we want
something and how determined we are, how much faith we have and how much
knowledge of the Word we have, how much we stand on the Word! (54)

(Dad wrote:) So thank You for Your Angels, Lord, that You've given charge over us,
to keep us in all of our ways, to compass our camp 'round about, Lord, to keep the



Enemy from touching us. Thank You, Lord, for all Thy children who do Thy Will and stay
in the charmed circle of Thy protection, in Thy Will, in Thy Work, so that the Devil can't
touch them with his dirty deeds and dangers and all the rest! Thank You, Lord for how
marvellously You've kept and protected us, for Thy protecting Angels! (55)

The Weapon of Praise

(Jesus speaking:) When you praise Me it shows Me you love Me. When praise
comes from the heart, it expresses your love. Praise is also a weapon, like prayer,
prophecy‚ and the keys. Praise is very powerful. It can protect you from attacks of the
Enemy, or if you're already being attacked, release you from his clutches. (56)

Your whole being is surrounded by a protective force when you use your weapon
of praise. Anything the Enemy tries to throw at you will have no effect when you are in
the protective bubble of praise. Even if madness and difficulty are all around you, you
can keep a smile on your face--because within this bubble, everything is beautiful! (57)

Praise is a weapon that defeats the Enemy in any battle. And the wonderful thing
about the gift of praise, the weapon of praise, is that it's also a spiritual protection for
you. It's not only an offensive weapon, but it also ministers to your spirit while you're
defeating your Adversary. It shields you from his blows. It comforts and warms and
clothes you. It nourishes your spirit and gives you strength, even while you're fighting
away in hand-to-hand combat. (58)

(Natalia speaking:) Through your praise, you raise shields of protection around
you that guard you from the Enemy's attacks. (59)

(Jesus speaking:) Praise is like the toughest varnish a carpenter puts on the wood.
It protects the wood from scratches, spills, and termites. Using praise is the way to glaze
your spirit so that no matter what the Enemy throws at you, you can't be marred. (60)

(Natalia speaking:) Through your praise you bring down the blessings of God, the
protection of God, the power of the Almighty, that the world may know that He sent
you and that you are ordained of Him. (61)

When you praise, you are receiving the sap of My Spirit into the roots of your
being. Then the Enemy can't undermine your spiritual strength. He attacks, hoping to
cut you off fromMe, but your spiritual strength is protected through praise. (62)



(Jesus speaking:) To protect your valuables from a potential robber, you devise a
hiding place in your home where the robber isn't likely to look. Praise hides your
valuables from the Enemy. Whether your life, your loved ones, your spiritual walk, your
work for Me, your physical or spiritual assets, all of those can be hidden through praise.
Even if the Enemy sees where some of your assets are hidden when your guard is down,
you can quickly protect them by raising the spiritual barrier of praise. (63)

When you praise Me‚ your spirit is surrounded with supernatural power. You
don't understand much about the realm of the spirit, and how locations and time and
space all have different rules in the spiritual realm. But if you can receive it, praise
dwells in the highest parts of Heaven, and when you praise, your spirit is surrounded by
those attributes of Heaven-spiritual power, happiness, peace, and protection against the
attacks of the Enemy.

When you murmur, doubt, entertain negativity, and especially when you voice
those things, you are providing actual pathways for the Enemy to enter your
"atmosphere." So while praise is a protection against the Enemy-and not only protects
your spirit, but actually provides a degree of protection for the physical space around
you too-those negative attitudes and words actually provide what could be compared to
a superhighway for the Enemy to get in. (64)

Praise aids your spirit helpers in the battle for your life and spirit. Your praises
strengthen My power within them. Praise enhances their power over you so that they
can do their job of protecting you and strengthening you more easily. (65)

Praise connects you to Me in the spirit. It summons My attention, and solidifies
our connection. It brings you into My presence in the spirit. It puts your spirit in close
proximity to Mine--fully under My protection and blessing and anointing, where you can
feel My love and more easily see things as I see them. It's a law of the spirit. It always
works. (66)

The weapon of praise is created for combat, so make it your most used weapon at
this time. Praise Me, praise Me, praise Me! Don't ever stop praising Me. Praise must be
employed consistently while you're on the battlefield. It's both your protection and your
weapon. It will keep you focused on the victory, and will shield you from succumbing to
the Enemy's propaganda of defeat. (67)



Praise calls down help from Heaven and surrounds you with angels and heavenly
forces!--Just as I surrounded My children of old when they went to battle. They were
armed with songs and praises as their only weapon against their enemies‚ and I went
before them with My armies and slew all their enemies (2Chr. 20). Your praises can slay
all your enemies and do battle for you and get the victory.

Your praises surround you with a force field both spiritually and physically. It
transports your mind into heavenly places. It can protect you from pain, eliminate fear,
and defeat the Enemy. (68)

***
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